length according to their degree of semantic relatedness: Highly related concepts are close in semantic space and unrelated concepts are far apart. When any particular concept is activated, activation spreads along the pathways to related nodes such that concepts close in space benefit more than distant concepts. In the semantic priming paradigm, activation spreads from the prime to the related target node, which can then be accessed more quickly so that lexical decisions are speeded. This spread of activation appears to occur automatically. Snyder (1975a, 1975b) proposed, however, that in addition to an automatic spreading activation mechanism, strategic or attentional processes that reflect the expectations or intentions of the subject may also be involved in semantic priming. These theoretical ideas received empirical support in a series of studies by Neely (1977) in which he manipulated the expectations of the subjects and the prime-target stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs). At short SOAs (i.e., 250 msec), expectations concerning the type of targets had no effect on the standard semantic priming effects: Related targets were facilitated and unrelated targets were unaffected, consistent with the operation of an automatic activation mechanism. At long SOAs (i.e., 2,000 msec), however, expectations determined the pattern of findings. Responses to expected but unrelated targets were speeded whereas responses to unexpected, related targets were inhibited. Neely proposed that these latter effects were attributable to a strategic mechanism whereby attention was focused on expected (and, in this case, unrelated) representations. If the expected unrelated target was then presented, response times were speeded; if, however, a related target appeared, attention had to be switched from the expected to an unexpected representation and re-sponse times were therefore slowed. Inhibition thus appeared to be a consequence of unfulfilled expectations.
Inhibition between semantically related items has also been demonstrated when subjects are instructed to ignore a prime (Tipper, 1985; Tipper & Driver, 1988) . For example, Tipper (1985) instructed subjects to remember one and ignore the other of two primes presented simultaneously. On a subsequent naming task, inhibition was observed when target items were either identical to or related to the ignored prime, a phenomenon that Tipper referred to as negative priming. As in the Neely experiments, inhibition appeared to depend on the operation of a strategic process (in this case, ignoring the prime), which apparently served to retard access to representations related to the ignored item (see also Houghton & Tipper, 1994) .
More recently, Dagenbach and colleagues (Dagenbach, Carr, & Barnhardt, 1990) reported inhibition for semantically related items when subjects were neither instructed to expect unrelated items nor told to ignore related primes. In these experiments, subjects first attempted to learn the definitions of rare words and then participated in a standard semantic priming task in which the rare words served as primes. Lexical decision times were analyzed according to an item's classification in one of four critical cells created by the crossing of two orthogonal factors: prime-target relation (related vs. unrelated) and accuracy with which the definition of the rare word was recalled (recalled vs. unrecalled).
Although Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) observed normal semantic priming when definitions of the prime words were recalled, lexical decision times were slowed when definitions of the related primes could not be recalled (but were recognizable)-a phenomenon that we will refer to as semantic inhibition. Use of the term "semantic inhibition" is not meant, in itself, to convey anything about the underlying mechanism to which the relative slowing may be attributed. Semantic inhibition may be attributable to a variety of mechanisms, only one of which is decreased activation of the target representation, or "true" inhibition (see Anderson & Bjork, 1993) . In order to account for this effect, however, the authors did indeed propose the existence of true semantic inhibition in the form of reciprocal lateral inhibitory connections in semantic memory. This mechanism may serve an adaptive purpose in the early stages of learning by protecting weakly represented information from interference by closely related but incorrect information. As learning progresses and codes become more firmly established, however, a change from inhibition to facilitation might be expected to occur. Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) found some evidence to support this hypothesis in one experiment but failed to replicate the finding subsequently.
At the physiological level, lateral inhibitory mechanisms consist of two parallel channels connected to each other by means of inhibitory interneurons. As a result of the inhibitory connections, increments in the level of activation in one channel automatically decrease the level of activation in the other channel. In the Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) model, the effect of lateral inhibition is to increase activation of information at the center of attention and dampen activation of surrounding related information. This produces a topography of activation and inhibition whose configuration is similar to the pattern of optimal stimulation in an (on)center-(off) surround receptive field.
Lateral inhibition has been used to account for the correlation between the patterns of stimulation in (on) center-(off)surround retinotopic receptive fields and the activity in the retinal ganglion cells (e.g., Wiesel & Hubel, 1960) . In this type of receptive field, the center is a circular region with excitatory connections to the ganglionic cell and the surround is a ring around the center with inhibitory connections to the ganglionic cell. When the center is relatively illuminated, this channel increases both direct excitation of the ganglionic cell and the interneuronal inhibition of the inhibitory surround channel. As a result, there is an increase in the ganglionic cell firing rate. In contrast, when the amount of light decreases or increases across the whole receptive field, the ganglionic cell maintains a baseline rate of firing. In this context, the computational purpose of lateral inhibition is to ensure that an activational difference between the center and surround is present before the rate of ganglionic cell firing increases.
In much the same way that an (on)center-(off)surround pattern of illumination in the receptive field increases the firing rate of the ganglionic cell in the Wiesel and Hubel (1960) model, the pattern of center activation and surround inhibition in semantic memory increases target retrievability in the Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) model. Inspired by these similarities, Dagenbach and his colleagues have referred to their model as a center-surround mechanism. We will also refer to this as a center-surround mechanism, despite the fact that lateral inhibition merely monitors center-surround luminance differences in receptive fields, whereas it actually produces center-surround activational differences in semantic memory.
Another model that features lateral inhibition is that of Walley and Weiden (1973) . In this model, reciprocal lateral inhibition produces selective attention during pattern recognition. Walley and Weiden hypothesized that preattentive pattern recognition of a number of different inputs was accomplished in parallel by a hierarchical network of feature analyzers that passed activation up to a final layer consisting of categorical units. Activation of any particular unit in this layer constituted construction of an internal representation of the input. Reciprocal lateral inhibition was used in this layer to select the most active categorical unit by increasing activation of the relatively more active units and decreasing activation of the others.
Unlike the Walley and Weiden (1960) model, attention in the Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990; model is an independent top-down process that serves two purposes. First, it focuses retrieval on a semantic level of representation. Second, it engages the lateral inhibition mechanism in an area of semantic space to which it has been attracted by bottomup activation. Despite this difference, the computational goal of the lateral inhibition mechanism proposed by Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990; ) is similar to that in the Walley and Weiden (1960) model. That is, when an attempt is made to retrieve new information that is weakly represented in semantic memory, the code that is most strongly activated by bottomup processes is protected from interference from (nearby) related representations.
As noted earlier, although the center-surround mechanism is a plausible theoretical explanation for the semantic inhibition observed when definitions are unrecalled, an alternative interpretation is possible. Semantic inhibition may also be attributable to a type of response interference. If, when unable to recollect the definition of a rare-word prime, a subject is reminded of the definition when the related target appears, processing of this information may take time, thus slowing the lexical decision response to the target.
One way to distinguish between these explanationscenter-surround and response interference-may be to control the nature of the semantic relation between the prime and target instead of using a variety of primetarget relations as Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) did. The response interference account predicts inhibition following unrecalled definitions regardless of the target's relation to the prime. Subjects should be just as surprised to see a synonym as an associate of the unrecalled word.
The center-surround account, however, makes different predictions for associatively and synonymously related prime-target pairs. As noted, in the semantic space described by Collins and Loftus (1975) , related concepts (e.g., associates) were close and unrelated concepts were distant. In designing the present set of experiments, we made two additional assumptions regarding the nature of semantic space. First, we assumed that synonyms were the most highly related concepts and that they should be closer in semantic space than associates. Second, we assumed that a synonym of a definition, given its relative proximity, would fall in the center of the center-surround field, whereas an associate to the definition, given its relative distance, would fall in the surround. If these assumptions are correct, and the center-surround mechanism protects weakly represented information from interference from related but incorrect codes, semantic inhibition should be observed for associatively related stimuli, whereas facilitation should be observed for synonymously related stimuli.
We designed the present experiments to test these alternative explanations of the semantic inhibition effect in the rare-word paradigm by varying the nature of the prime-target relation. Because of the need to create two sets of stimuli-one consisting entirely of rare words with associative targets and the other consisting of rare words with synonymous targets-an initial normative study was conducted to obtain the necessary materials.
NORMATIVE EXPERIMENT
The purpose of the normative study was to obtain sets of associatively and synonymously related prime-target pairs that produced semantic priming. Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) used pairs that were related in a variety of ways, but they did not obtain normative data that established whether the definitions would in fact prime the targets in a standard semantic priming paradigm.
Although the nominal primes were the rare words in the rare-word paradigm developed by Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) , subjects were instructed to try to recall the definitions of those words while waiting for the lexical decision targets to appear. The definitions of the rare words, therefore, were the functional primes. For that reason, the definitions of rare words served as primes in the normative study.
Short definitions of 396 rare words were selected along with three different word targets, each of which was either associatively or synonymously related to that definition. The stimulus set thus consisted of 1,188 pairs of rare word definitions and related word targets. Three separate lists were constructed, each consisting of all the rare word definitions and one of their corresponding word targets. Each of 126 subjects was tested with one of the 396-item lists in a standard semantic priming paradigm. Each subject saw all of the definitions, and each of the three targets was tested equally often across subjects. The design was fully counterbalanced so that across subjects and lists each of the definitions was followed equally often by a related target, an unrelated target, and a nonword. Unrelated targets were generated by rotating targets through blocks of items such that no target was seen more than once by any single subject. Nonwords were pronounceable, orthographically legal letter strings.
Definitions were studied for 3 sec and were followed 650 msec later by a target to which subjects made a lexical decision by pressing one of two keys on the computer keyboard. After data from 20 subjects were eliminated (because of error rates higher than 15%), reaction times (RTs) from the remaining 106 subjects were analyzed, and 104 prime-target pairs were selected for each of two experiments. Set 1 consisted of associatively related pairs and set 2 consisted of synonymously related pairs. The basic criteria for selection were that the definitions primed the targets (i.e., the RTs to a target were faster when it was related to the prime than when it was unrelated) and that the targets bore the appropriate relation to the prime for each list (i.e., either associate or synonym). The exact criteria for selection were somewhat different for the two lists so that the mean priming effect would be approximately equivalent across the two sets of items. More detailed descriptions of the selection procedures and of the stimuli appear in the materials sections of each of the two experiments.
EXPERIMENT 1
The goal of Experiment 1 was to replicate Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt's (1990) finding of semantic inhibition following unrecalled related primes with the associatively related materials obtained from the normative study. A number of procedural changes were made to the methodology in order to avoid some of the problems that Dagenbach et al. encountered.
As mentioned earlier, in the rare-word paradigm, items are analyzed according to their classification in four critical cells: recalled/related (RC/REL), recalled/ unrelated (RC/UNR), unrecalled/related (UNRC/REL), and unrecalled/unrelated (UNRC/UNREL). The number of observations in these cells cannot be determined preexperimentally because it depends on the recall performance of individual subjects. If the recall rate for any subject is very high or very low, there may be too few observations in one or more of the four cells to support meaningful analyses. Even though Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) required only three observations per cell, they still had to discard between 33% and 61% of their subjects across experiments. In order to avoid this problem, we employed a learning procedure in which subjects learned the definitions of rare words to a recall criterion of approximately 50% before they proceeded to the lexical decision test. We expected that this would reduce the likelihood of discarding or replacing subjects and would allow us to raise the minimum number of observations per cell from 3 to 7.
Another problem in the Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) experiments concerned the possibility of test priming effects (Shimamura, 1985) . Recall of the definitions was measured after the lexical decision task. To the extent that related lexical decision trials may have acted as additional study opportunities, some items that were remembered on the recall test may actually have been unrecalled at the time of the lexical decision task. We avoided this problem in the present experiments by presenting the recall test prior to the lexical decision task.
Method
Subjects. Forty introductory psychology students participated in this experiment in order to meet a course requirement or to receive extra credit. Each subject completed two sessions that were separated by at least 1 intervening day. The procedure was identical on both days; only the materials differed.
Materials and Apparatus. The materials consisted of 104 rare words and their associatively related targets as selected from the normative study (see Appendix). The following criteria were used for selection: (1) RTs were faster when the target followed a related definition than an unrelated definition. (2) The difference between the unrelated and related RTs yielded a two-tailed t-test value of at least .90. Despite the fact that t-test values are influenced by the number of observations, it seemed better to use a statistic that accounted for the variability in the two conditions than to simply use the difference. (3) Only definition-target pairs whose mean related RT was not higher than the overall related mean and whose mean unrelated RT was not higher than the overall unrelated mean were selected. This criterion was designed to avoid the possibility that inhibition of unrelated items was responsible for the RT difference between the unrelated and related conditions. (4) The amount of semantic overlap between different pairs of items was minimal. (5) No target word appeared in any definition. The targets that constituted the final 104-item list produced a mean RT of 554 msec following a related definition and a mean RT of 663 msec following an unrelated definition, thereby yielding a mean priming effect of 109 msec.
The 104 new vocabulary words were divided into two lists of 52 items. Each subject studied a different list on each day, with order of presentation counterbalanced across subjects. Ten other rare words and their definitions were used as primacy and recency buffers in the learning phase, 5 on each day.
The lexical decision task consisted of the 52 rare-word primes that had been studied in the first phase of the experiment, followed by 52 targets for lexical decision: 13 related to the rare-word definition, 13 unrelated to the definition, and 26 nonwords. The assignment of a rare-word prime to one of the three conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. Unrelated prime-target pairs were formed via the exchange of targets related to rare words in the unrelated condition of one list with targets related to rare words in the unrelated condition of the other list. This procedure ensured that subjects never saw the same target twice (even across days). Nonwords were pronounceable, orthographically legal, letter strings that were constructed by combining syllabic elements from real words and that were at least two letters different from any English word.
Stimulus presentation and response collection for all phases of the experiment were conducted on an IBM-compatible AT microcomputer and were controlled by software routines we constructed using MEL (Micro Experimental Laboratory).
Procedure. In the first phase of the experiment, subjects were instructed to try to learn the definitions of 52 rare words in anticipation of a later memory task. They were told to try to learn the definitions as precisely as possible. Each word and its definition appeared on the computer screen for 7 sec, preceded by a 400-msec warning tone and followed by a 350-msec blank screen. The 52-item list was presented twice in a different random order on each presentation. After the second presentation, subjects were engaged in a 3-min filler task in which they completed fragments of geographical entities (e.g., A _ _ an _ ic Ocean).
A recall test followed the filler task. The rare words were presented one at a time in random order in the center of the computer screen for 5 sec accompanied by a warning signal lasting 400 msec. Subjects were instructed to state aloud the definition within the 5-sec period, and their responses were recorded. The time limit was imposed in order to minimize the discrepancy between the amount of time subjects had to recall definitions in the recall and lexical decision tasks. This makes it more likely that the status of a definition (i.e., unrecalled or recalled) established at the time of the recall test was reproduced at the time of the lexical decision task. An experimenter who was thoroughly familiar with all of the definitions scored each response on-line as correct or incorrect in order to determine the overall level of recall. If recall was within 6 items of the criterion of 50% recall (i.e., 26 Ϯ 6), subjects proceeded to the lexical decision phase of the experiment. If recall was less than 26 Ϯ 6 items, the list was presented for study and test again until the 50% criterion was reached. No subject saw the list of items more than four times.
All subjects advanced to the lexical decision phase of the experiment, whether or not they fell within the recall criterion window. The sequence of events on each lexical decision trial was as follows: A fixation cross appeared for 350 msec followed by a blank screen lasting 200 msec. The rare-word prime was then pre-sented for 1,800 msec, followed by a 500-msec blank screen. Then the target appeared and remained on the screen until the subject made a response. The start of the next trial followed a 750-msec blank screen. Subjects responded by pressing the L key if the letter string was a word and the S key if the letter string was a nonword. Incorrect responses were signaled by a low tone from the computer. Subjects were instructed to try to think of the definition of the rare word when it appeared on the screen, but were not told to use the definition to anticipate the target. Subjects were instructed to make their lexical decision responses to the target as quickly and accurately as possible. A practice block, which consisted of 12 trials containing common word primes along with related, unrelated, and nonword targets, preceded the block of critical trials.
After the lexical decision task, subjects were administered a recognition test to ensure that all rare words and their definitions were at least partly learned and were therefore represented in semantic memory even though the definitions could not be recalled. had suggested that unrecognized items would have no representation in semantic memory and should be excluded from the analysis. On the basis of pilot work, we expected that recognition would be close to 100% and therefore planned to include all items in the analysis. The recognition test served primarily as a confirmation that recognition performance was close to ceiling, as expected. The test required a choice among four alternatives: the correct definition, the definition of another rare word studied that day, and two definitions of rare words that were not part of the 104-item set. The test items appeared on the computer screen in a different random order for each subject. Subjects worked through the list at their own pace.
Results
Preliminary analyses. Lexical decision error trials were eliminated from further analyses, along with trials in which RTs were less than 150 msec or greater than 1,500 msec. The remaining data were aggregated across the 2 days of testing. Three subjects were eliminated because their overall lexical decision error rate was greater than 15%. Five subjects were eliminated because fewer than 7 observations were collected in one or more of the critical cells across the 2 days. These 8 subjects were replaced so that the complete counterbalancing was maintained. All subsequent analyses were conducted on data from 32 subjects.
As expected, recognition performance was high (M ϭ 98.4%). As a result, no items were eliminated from the analysis because of recognition failure. Examination of the recall performance when it was summed across days indicated that we were reasonably successful in achieving our criterion of 50% recall and in eliminating the test priming bias. Subjects recalled an average of 12.5 (out of a possible 26) definitions in both the related and unrelated conditions. Examination of the single day recall performance revealed that most subjects provided a substantial number of observations in all of the critical cells on any single day of testing (M ϭ 6.2; SD ϭ 2.0).
Semantic priming. The main analyses concerned the effects of semantic relatedness in the lexical decision task for recalled and unrecalled primes. The mean RTs, standard deviations, and error rates for each of the four critical cells, along with the two nonword cells (i.e., RC/ NW and URC/NW), are displayed in 
Discussion
The pattern of results in the present experiment replicated the findings reported by Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990, Experiment 2) : Facilitation was observed for targets related to rare words whose definitions were recalled, and inhibition was observed for targets related to rare words whose definitions were not recalled. The results also indicated that the methodological changes that were incorporated into the paradigm reduced subject attrition rates, increased the number of observations per cell, and removed potential test priming biases.
Before exploring the theoretical implications of these findings, we first considered whether any aspects of our methodology might explain the results. The inhibition observed when definitions were unrecalled might be attributable to the fact that subjects were still attempting to retrieve the definition when the target appeared. If this were the case, however, similar slowing should have occurred for unrelated as well as related trials; this clearly did not happen. Second, because neutral trials were not included, the priming in the recalled condition could have resulted either from inhibition in unrelated trials or from facilitation in related trials, or both. However, if unrelated trials were inhibited, the size of the inhibition effect in the unrecalled condition (i.e., the observation of most interest) was underestimated.
The replication of the Dagenbach, Carr, and Barnhardt (1990) findings with a set of associatively related prime-target pairs provides further evidence for the semantic inhibition effect in the rare-word paradigm, but does not distinguish among the different theoretical in- terpretations. Both explanations-center-surround and response interference-can account for inhibition of associates of unrecalled definitions. The critical test of these alternatives is provided in Experiment 2.
EXPERIMENT 2
Although either of the two proposed interpretations of the semantic inhibition effect can explain the finding of inhibition for associates of unrecalled definitions, they make different predictions with respect to synonymously related stimuli. The center-surround theory states that when definitions cannot be recalled, information that is at the focus of the retrieval attempts is activated whereas surrounding related information is inhibited. If synonyms fall within the center of the center-surround mechanism, they should escape the inhibition that befalls associated concepts that lie outside of the center. Further, if the center region of the proposed mechanism is activated, responses to synonyms should even be facilitated. In contrast, the response interference account predicts that inhibition should be observed when definitions are unrecalled, whether synonyms or associates serve as the related target words.
Method
Subjects. Forty-three introductory psychology students who had not taken part in Experiment 1 participated in this experiment in order to meet a course requirement or to receive extra credit. Each subject completed two sessions that were separated by at least 1 intervening day. The procedure was identical on both days; only the materials differed.
Materials. The materials consisted of 104 rare words and their synonymously related targets as selected from the normative study (see Appendix). Synonymity was operationally defined in the following manner: If the authors judged that an image of the definition and an image of the target were the same, then the target was classified as a synonym of the definition (e.g., having a rough texture-coarse). Although we attempted to select pairs that were bidirectionally synonymous, this was not always possible. We adopted a slightly more liberal set of guidelines to select the prime-target pairs in this experiment than in Experiment 1 because there were fewer synonymous targets in the normative study. The minimum two-tailed t-test value for the comparison between related and unrelated RTs was lowered to .2, and no limitations were placed on the absolute values of the RTs observed in either the related or unrelated conditions. Seventeen of the rare words used in Experiment 1 were also used in this study. The targets that constituted the final 104-item list produced a mean RT of 615 msec following a related definition and a mean RT of 728 msec following an unrelated definition, thereby yielding a mean priming effect of 113 msec (compared to 109 msec in Experiment 1). All other details of stimulus selection and counterbalancing were the same as those in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The procedure used in this experiment was identical to the one used in Experiment 1 except for some time constraints that prevented some subjects from receiving more than two exposures to the rare-word list in the study phase. This limitation resulted in a slightly increased subject deletion rate, as noted below.
Results
Preliminary analyses. Five subjects were eliminated because their overall lexical decision error rate was greater than 15%. Six subjects were eliminated because fewer than 7 observations were collected in one or more of the critical cells across the 2 days. All of these subjects had too few observations in one of the recalled cells. These 11 subjects were replaced so that the complete counterbalancing was maintained and all subsequent analyses were conducted on data from 32 subjects. Recognition performance was again high (M ϭ 98.8%) and no items were eliminated because of recognition failures. Single day recall performance was substantial (M ϭ 5.9; SD ϭ 1.9) and the 50% recall criterion was approximated: Subjects recalled an average of 12.1 definitions in the related condition and 11.6 in the unrelated condition.
Semantic priming. The mean RTs, standard deviations, and error rates for each of the four critical cells, along with the two nonword cells, are shown in Table 2 . As can be seen from the table, facilitation (UNREL Ϫ REL) was observed in both the recalled (25-msec) and unrecalled (21-msec) conditions. A 2 ϫ 2 (RC ϫ REL) repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the only significant effect was a main effect of relation [F(1,31) ϭ 5.88, MS e ϭ 2,824.29, p < .05]. This result contrasts with the findings of Experiment 1, in which RTs to associate targets were facilitated following recalled definitions (ϩ26 msec) but inhibited following unrecalled definitions (Ϫ23 msec).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results from the present experiments replicate and extend those reported by Dagenbach et al. (Dagenbach, Carr, & Barnhardt, 1990; Dagenbach, Carr, & Wilhelmson, 1989; Dagenbach, Horst, & Carr, 1990) . In doing so, they (1) provide additional empirical support for an inhibitory center-surround mechanism; (2) suggest that the mechanism reflects automatic, rather than controlled, processing; (3) suggest that the mechanism operates at the level of semantic memory; and (4) raise some interesting speculations concerning the processes involved in the acquisition of new vocabulary. We will discuss each of these issues in turn.
The contrasting pattern of findings in Experiments 1 and 2 provides compelling evidence that the inhibition for associates of unrecalled definitions is not attributable to response inhibition (Tipper & Cranston, 1985) . Rather, the semantic inhibition appears to be attributable to the operation of a center-surround mechanism in which activation of the functional prime is heightened and activation of concepts related to the functional prime is dampened (Dagenbach, Carr, & Barnhardt, 1990) . Whereas the former explanation predicts inhibition following any unrecalled definition regardless of the primetarget relation, a center-surround explanation predicts inhibition for associatively related targets and facilitation for synonymously related targets. The data in the present experiments clearly support the center-surround interpretation.
The prime-target SOA in our experiments was 2,300 msec, allowing plenty of time for subjects to engage controlled processing and attempt to retrieve definitions of the primes. When definitions were not retrieved, however, the resulting inhibition on related words probably occurred automatically. Given subjects' failure to identify the centered representation (i.e., the definition), intentional inhibition of related representations seems improbable. It also seems unlikely that attention is attracted to the weakly activated definition and targets it for the center-surround mechanism in a very precise manner. It seems more likely that, once attention has focused retrieval on a semantic level of representation, the center-surround mechanism is automatically engaged by the relatively widespread distribution of activation. In this respect, we envision the center-surround mechanism in a slightly different manner than that described by Carr and Dagenbach (1990; Dagenbach & Carr, 1994) .
In other studies demonstrating semantic inhibition, the inhibitory process has usually been attributed to a controlled rather than an automatic mechanism. For example, Neely (1977) reported inhibition only when subjects were led to expect targets from one category and were then presented with items from another category. In the Tipper (1985) experiments, inhibition occurred when subjects were explicitly instructed to ignore the prime. Neither of these paradigms, however, appear to involve a center-surround mechanism. In the Neely experiments, unlike the present experiments, inhibition was observed following an activated functional prime that was unrelated, rather than related to the target. In the Tipper experiments, both the center (i.e., targets identical to the prime) and the surround (i.e., targets related to the prime) were inhibited.
Even in the conceptually similar primed tip-of-thetongue (TOT) experiments, in which a center-surround mechanism might be invoked, the semantic inhibition is not automatically elicited. In the standard TOT paradigm, subjects are asked to generate a word when presented with its definition (e.g., Brown & McNeil, 1966) . In primed TOT experiments, the definition is preceded by a word related to the target, and inhibition of the target response is observed (Brown, 1979) . This inhibitory effect, however, is obtained only when trials are included in which primes are identical to the target (Roediger, Neely, & Blaxton, 1983) . In this case, an effective strategy might be to inhibit words related to the presented prime to prevent their intrusion when the prime exactly specifies the target item. When the target is related instead of identical to the prime, however, the inhibition affects the target response and produces the TOT state. The center-surround mechanism in the primed TOT studies may thereby be invoked as the result of a strategic, rather than an automatic, process.
The present results also suggest that the inhibition effect is localized in semantic memory rather than in episodic memory because it occurs in the absence of episodic recall. The failure to retrieve the rare word definition makes it unlikely that any episodic information is accounting for the inhibition. For example, if a subject is unable to recall hawk when presented with the rare word accipiter, there is no episodic pointer to inhibited representations like eagle. The inhibition therefore appears to occur at the level of the semantic memory system. This implies that some representation of the association between accipiter and hawk was laid down in semantic memory even though it could not be recalled episodically. This finding suggests that the semantic system may be able to acquire some knowledge directly without representation in the episodic system, a phenomenon that has been proposed to account for learning by amnesic patients who lack episodic memories (Glisky, 1992; Tulving, Hayman, & Macdonald, 1991; Warrington & McCarthy, 1988) .
In contrast, the facilitation observed for recalled items is probably a function of both episodic and semantic mediation. If new associations (e.g., accipiter-hawk) are integrated into the semantic network early in the learning process, then activation should spread automatically from these new concepts to other related concepts in the network (e.g., accipiter-eagle). However, Dagenbach, Horst, and Carr (1990) found that a newly learned word such as accipiter did not activate eagle at short SOAs (i.e., less than 250 msec) until after approximately 15 study trials over a 5-week period. Thus, the facilitation observed in the present experiments is, at least in part, likely attributable to the retrieval of the episodic pointer (e.g., hawk). Once the episodic trace points to the semantic representation, however, facilitation of related concepts is probably mediated by spreading activation within the semantic system.
Finally, the present results pose a puzzle concerning the conceptualization of semantic memory in terms of a spatial metaphor (e.g., Collins & Loftus, 1975) . The assumption underlying Experiment 2-and supported by the results of that experiment-was that associates and synonyms are encompassed within the same spatial model of semantic memory and that synonyms lie closer together, falling within the center of the center-surround mechanism, whereas associates lie farther away, falling within the surround. However, this also predicts that synonymous relations should generally show stronger priming than associative relations, but we can find no evi-dence for this prediction in the existing semantic priming literature. An alternative explanation for the difference between associates and synonyms is that synonyms are not part of the associative network and are instead represented in another dimension of semantic space. Further research is needed to clarify the position of synonyms in the semantic system. dromos-a course for running ( jog) 
